Abstract: The processing of images is currently moving from desktop implementation to mobile or embedded ones. In the case of automotive image processing, limited resources in memory or CPU frequency reduce the applicability of nowadays algorithms and possibility of real time processing. In this respect, we have proposed two methods for fast computation of edge detection. The accuracy and speedup were compared with some of basic methods as Canny and Sobel detectors. Also for a solid reference, the Berkeley Computer Vision Group datasets were employed as benchmarks. Good results were obtained over one hundred images from the set. In view of an embedded implementation, two platforms were used for the evaluation of the proposed methods and the references. Performing two times faster and with similar accuracy, our algorithms could have evident implementations in the growing field of embedded devices.
Introduction
In the future industrial applications contextual data and knowledge will be captured and provided by embedded devices that are situated in "smart environments" [1] that tightly integrates computational, physical and social elements. This complex integration is studied under a broad range of emerging concepts, such as "ubiquitous intelligent systems" [2] , "Internet of Things" [3] , and/or "cyber-physical systems" [4] , etc.
Among many enabling technologies for nonintrusive context-aware factory automations (e.g. global or local positioning systems, barcodes, RFID, Bluetooth, NFC, etc.), nowadays computer vision techniques are playing an increasing role in maintenance and quality management (i.e. by providing on special displays real-time repairing information in an augmented reality which is created based on the identification of objects), or even manufacturing (i.e. by giving to the human operator contextualized, step-by-step instructions, on how to execute the operations). Despite their real potential for performance enhancement in industry (see [5] for an exhaustive survey), there are very few applications that have broke out of the lab settings and are regularly used [6] . Most of these augmented reality applications are employing complex hardware (i.e. special camera systems, sensors, displays and eyetracking devices) and powerful computing systems (i.e. smartphones, tablet computers) that are cost beneficial for very limited areas. Therefore, it is well acknowledged that augmented reality will not be widely adopted by industry as long the information will not be directly sensed and processed by embedded devices that are seamlessly immersed in the environment [5] , [6] , without being noticed by its potential users.
Moving the image processing applications from mobile to embedded (or even wearable) devices poses many challenging constraints in terms of limited computational capabilities and real-time processing requirements.
Edge detection is one of the basic processes related to computer vision and image processing, as edges contain a richness of information associated with image contents. Edge appears between two neighboring areas having different level of color / light intensity and draws up the boundaries between objects or objects and background.
As one of the most widely employed method of feature detection, the edge detection had a long history. Since the algorithms of Roberts [7] and Sobel [8] implemented in cellular automata, a number of new and improved methods have been developed. These techniques, including Prewitt [9] , Canny [10] , Laplacian of Gaussian (LOG) detectors [11] , mathematical morphology [12] and wavelet transform [13] , [14] were used to achieve better results.
The efficiency of algorithms is normally judged based upon correctness and speed. Classical algorithms with differential operators are easy to implement, however they are sensitive to noise [9] . Several developments have been proposed to the mentioned category in order to improve the accuracy [15] - [17] , although, many other adaptive and hybrid techniques concentrate on noise reduction and the correct detection of edges [18] - [20] . A number of speed-up techniques have also been proposed in last few years, as real-time computation is considered an important factor in embedded systems applications. Therefore in [21] , the LOG has been optimized to require less computation during run-time and a CUDA (Computer Unified Device Architecture) implementation of Canny algorithm offers up to 61% improvement in speed [22] .
A better edge detection algorithm is required in many applications where results are crucial, for example, in the field of embedded systems, especially for automotive [27] or medical image processing purposes [28] .
The paper is a step forward in this direction by investigating two methods for one of the most frequently used techniques in feature detection, requiring no kernel computation. One algorithm involves only one subtraction operation to calculate the edges, while the second uses conditional statements and does not necessitate any type of mathematical operations. As it was proven, both methods require less computation in comparison with other well known edge detection algorithms.
The paper is organized as follows; Section 2 presents the proposed algorithms, while the experimental results and performance comparisons are presented in Section 3. The last section concludes with potential applications for the proposed methods for edge detection.
A Novel Approach for Edge Detection First method
The first method exploits the concept that neighbouring pixels often have similar intensities; therefore a significant level of change in intensities among neighbouring pixel is due to the presence of an edge or a noise. To minimize the noise, a Gaussian filter can be used along with a reliable value of the threshold. The proposed algorithm finds the edges in image if the consecutive chain of similar intensities of pixels is broken. Moving from left to right, top to bottom, the algorithm finds the significant change in pixel intensities in the form of ascending and descending sorting order. A change from ascending order intensities to descending order or vice-versa will be considered an edge, as described by the pseudo code below.
where des.Chain is a flag marking a descending chain of pixels, while as.Chain flags an ascending chain of pixels and pFlag is a Boolean variable that stores information about the change of pixels sequence from ascending to descending or vice-versa. T is a constant used as a threshold. Since the determination of an optimal threshold for each test image conducts to extra calculations, the value of T adopted was 12 for all the experiments.
Second method
The second proposed algorithm finds the edges by subtracting the next pixel from previous one and comparing the difference with a certain threshold. If the value is bigger than T, it considers detecting an edge, as shown by
The algorithm is based upon the fact that a significant change in consecutive pixel values will indicate an edge. The amount of change is adjusted using the threshold value, considered as the value 12 for all the experiments.
Performance Comparison of the Proposed Methods

Execution time evaluation
Both proposed algorithms have O(n) complexity and require less working memory. These advantages recommend them for embedded systems implementations. In order to demonstrate the running time performance, we have compared them with Canny and Sobel edge detectors in two typical embedded devices.
The experiments were performed on Proteus 8 Professional simulator, using an Atmel 8051 family AT80C31 and a PIC 18F1220. In the case of Atmel, an IAR compiler was used and Hi-Tech C compiler was employed for PIC18 code. The running platform was a 2GHz Core2Duo MacBook running Windows 7.
In view of a standard comparison, the segmentation benchmark dataset provided by Berkeley Computer Vision Group [26] was used in all our evaluations. The graphs display the average, minimum and maximum runtime values in seconds, for 100 images of the BSDS500 database. As it can be seen from the results in Figure 1 As a comparison rule, a large value of MSE indicates a low quality, while small values of PSNR are also an indication of poor results [23] . In our tests, the MSE values for both algorithms were averaged to 0.120 and 0.010 respectively, while the average PSNR values obtained were 58.08 and 68.3. Therefore, as it can be seen from Figure 2 , the proposed methods have obtained good results.
Another measure used in edge detection evaluation is the Baddeley Delta Metric (BDM) that calculates the dissimilarity between two images, in which case, a higher value indicating a large difference [25] . Also, the authors of BSDS are measuring the edge detection by the means of F-measure, an accuracy test that takes into account the precision and recall of detected pixels [24] (equation 4). For every image in the benchmark, a full search algorithm was used in order to obtain the best parameters of the Canny and Sobel detectors, which have then been used for all the experiments. A visual comparison of the results obtained during our tests, for the case of two images extracted from the BDSD set, is shown in Figure 3 .
As it can be observed from the qualitative analysis presented above, our detectors are performing respectably well and fast. 
Conclusions
The paper presents two novel approaches for an effective and fast edge detection algorithm, as their low complexity requires only O(n) computations. The algorithms detect edges without using any convolution kernel, requiring low mathematical operations per image pixel. Comparisons with Sobel and Canny detectors have been performed, using the Berkeley image segmentation benchmark.
The proposed edge detection algorithms are fast and accurate, recommending them to be used in lowered power systems or situations where the accuracy can be a compromise to speed. The results are showing that they manage to obtain as good results as the classical referenced one, offering evident applications in the embedded systems area.
